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The tiny sea jewels, diatoms, are unicellular microscopic algae with inorganic cell walls called "frustules", which are made of hydrated silica. Beside other interesting facts about diatoms, their frustules show amazing optical properties including light focusing in centric diatoms [1], photonic crystal modes [2] and UV-induced photoluminescence properties [3]. Such properties may have certain functions in diatom photobiology. The frustules may be involved in photo-regulation processes that keep the photosynthetically active radiation near chloroplasts and protect them from harmful wavelengths and high intensities. Moreover the frustule may play a role in dim light environments as they redistribute the light inside the cell [4]. Such optical properties may help in light communication and sharing in colonial diatoms. Due to these reasons, manipulation of the optical properties of diatom frustules may lead to more efficient solar energy harvesters [5], with diatom solar panels proposed for production of both electricity and biofuel [6]. The power of diatoms to work with light is both fascinating in itself and a source of new technologies.
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